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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The invention relates to the field of computer programs and systems, and more specifically to a computer
implemented method for designing a part.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Computer-aided techniques are known to include Computer-Aided Design or CAD, which relates to software
solutions for authoring product design. Similarly, CAE is an acronym for Computer-Aided Engineering, e.g. it relates to
software solutions for simulating the physical behavior of a future product. CAM stands for Computer-Aided Manufacturing
and typically includes software solutions for defining manufacturing processes and operations.
[0003] A number of systems and programs are offered on the market for the design of objects (or parts) or assemblies
of objects, forming a product, such as the one provided by Dassault Systèmes under the trademark CATIA. These CAD
systems allow a user to construct and manipulate complex three dimensional (3D) models of objects or assemblies of
objects. CAD systems thus provide a representation of modeled objects using edges or lines, in certain cases with faces.
Lines or edges may be represented in various manners, e.g. non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS). These CAD
systems manage parts or assemblies of parts as modeled objects, which are mostly specifications of geometry. Specif-
ically, CAD files contain specifications, from which geometry is generated, which in turn allow for a representation to be
generated. Geometry and representation may be stored in a single CAD file or multiple ones. CAD systems include
graphic tools for representing the modeled objects to the designers; these tools are dedicated to the display of complex
objects - the typical size of a file representing an object in a CAD system being in the range of one Megabyte per part,
and an assembly may comprise thousands of parts. A CAD system manages models of objects, which are stored in
electronic files.
[0004] In computer-aided techniques, the graphical user interface (GUI) plays an important role as regards the efficiency
of the technique. Most of the operations required for manipulating and/or navigating the modeled objects may be per-
formed by the user (e.g. the designers) on the GUI. Especially, the user may create, modify, and delete the modeled
objects forming the product, and also explore the product so as to comprehend how modeled objects are interrelated,
e.g. via a product structure. Traditionally, these operations are carried out through dedicated menus and icons which
are located on the sides of the GUI. Recently, CAD systems such as CATIA allow calling these functions nearby the
representation of the product. The designer does not need anymore to move the mouse towards menus and icons.
Operations are thus available within reach of the mouse. In addition, the operations behave semantically: for a given
operation selected by the designer, the CAD system may suggests to the designer, still nearby the mouse, a set of new
operations according to the former selected operation that the designer is likely to select.
[0005] Also known are Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions, which refer to a business strategy that helps
companies to share product data, apply common processes, and leverage corporate knowledge for the development of
products from conception to the end of their life, across the concept of extended enterprise. By including the actors
(company departments, business partners, suppliers, Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM), and customers), PLM
may allow this network to operate as a single entity to conceptualize, design, build, and support products and processes.
[0006] Some PLM solutions make it for instance possible to design and develop products by creating digital mockups
(a 3D graphical model of a product). The digital product may be first defined and simulated using an appropriate appli-
cation. Then, the lean digital manufacturing processes may be defined and modeled.
[0007] The PLM solutions provided by Dassault Systemes (under the trademarks CATIA, ENOVIA and DELMIA)
provides an Engineering Hub, which organizes product engineering knowledge, a Manufacturing Hub, which manages
manufacturing engineering knowledge, and an Enterprise Hub which enables enterprise integrations and connections
into both the Engineering and Manufacturing Hubs. All together the system delivers an open object model linking products,
processes, resources to enable dynamic, knowledge-based product creation and decision support that drives optimized
product definition, manufacturing preparation, production and service.
[0008] Such PLM solutions comprise a relational database of products. The database comprises a set of textual data
and relations between the data. Data typically include technical data related to the products said data being ordered in
a hierarchy of data and are indexed to be searchable. The data are representative of the modeled objects, which are
often modeled products and processes.
[0009] Product lifecycle information, including product configuration, process knowledge and resources information
are typically intended to be edited in a collaborative way.
[0010] In particular, the design of parts has involved many mathematical developments. For example, the use geodesic
curves and parallel geodesic curves has been already implemented by prior art to design surface parts, i.e. parts
presenting a surface, or surfaces of such parts. In the following, some definitions and developments known from prior
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art are provided before presenting issues related to the computation of a parallel geodesic curve.
[0011] Given a smooth surface, S(u,v), (u,v)∈[a,b]3[c,d], given two points P0=S(u0,v0) and P1=S(u1,v1) on this surface,
a curve on surface S joining these two points may be defined by a p-curve t°(u(t),v(t)) from an interval [t0,t1] to [a,b]3[c,d]
such that (u(t0),v(t0))=(u0,v0) and (u(t1),v(t1))=(u1,v1). The 3D curve on surface S associated to the p-curve is the curve
from interval [t0,t1] to the 3D space R3 defined by C(t)=S(u(t),v(t)). By definition, the geodesic distance between points
P0 and P1 is the length of the shortest curve on surface S joining the two points. By definition, the geodesic curve joining
points P0 and P1 is this shortest curve C. By construction, C(t0)=P0 and C(t1)=P1. The length of curve C is defined by
the following integral: 

where C’(t) is the tangent vector of curve C and i i denotes the Euclidian norm of vectors. The tangent vector C’(t), and
thereby the length of curve C, are closely related to the surface through its partial derivatives, as computed below. 

[0012] Symbol Su is a compact notation for the partial derivative  It should be noted that another formulation

involves the curve energy  instead of the curve length  It can be proven that these two for-
mulations provide the same geodesic curve.
[0013] For example, with reference to figure 1, given two points P0 and P1 on a spherical surface S, the geodesic
curve C joining the two points is the intersection of the said spherical surface and the plane through the two points and
the center of the sphere, yielding an arc of circle joining the two points.
[0014] This definition is the start point of differential geometry. The "minimum length" or "minimum energy" definition
of geodesic curves leads, thanks to the "calculus of variations" theory, to a second order differential equation that
characterizes the geodesic curve. Let us rewrite the minimized criteria: 

where E(u,v,u’,v’)=iSu(u,v)u’+Sv(u,v)v’i2 and u,v are the unknown functions. Then, the calculus of variations states that
the solution of the minimization problem is also the solution of the following Euler-Lagrange differential equation: 

[0015] A straightforward computation states that the differential equation of the geodesic curve has the following shape: 
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where right hand terms p(u,v,u’,v’) and q(u,v,u’,v’) involve the first and second partial derivatives of surface S. Explicit
formulas for p(u,v,u’,v’) and q(u,v,u’,v’) are classical results of prior art that are not needed for the understanding of the
present explanations. This differential equation allows defining a geodesic curve by a point and a direction by setting
(u(t0),v(t0))=(u0,v0) and (u’(t0),v’(t0))=(u’0,v’0) rather than two end points. For a more comprehensive review, a classical
reference in this field is the textbook written by M.F. do Carmo and entitled "Differential geometry of curves and surfaces",
Prentice Hall.
[0016] The bottom line is that the creation of a geodesic curve in a CAD system requires numerical integration of a
differential equation. The coefficients of this differential equation involve the first and second partial derivatives of the
surface on which the geodesic curve is computed.
[0017] Computing a parallel geodesic curve is even more complicated. Given a base curve B(t)=S(u(t),v(t)) on the
surface (a user defined curve, not necessarily a geodesic curve), and given a distance value d, the parallel geodesic
curve of the base curve is the set of points on the surface lying at distance d from the basic curve, in the geodesic
distance meaning. In other words, a parallel geodesic curve is a curve of the surface parallel to the base curve in the
geodesic distance meaning. A known algorithm to compute a parallel geodesic curve is provided in the following with
reference to figures 2-4:

- Evaluate n base points B(ti) on the base curve C0 noted Bi (this step is represented on figure 2);
- For each base point Bi, compute the direction Di that is perpendicular to the tangent of the base curve B’(ti) (two

directions Di, the ones corresponding to point B1 and B2, are represented with arrows on figure 3);
- Compute the geodesic curve of length d, starting at point Bi in the direction Di. This curve SPCi is called the geodesic

perpendicular curve at point Bi. Let us note Pi the end point of this geodesic perpendicular curve (the geodesic
perpendicular curves SPCi are represented on figure 3 as the curves linking a point Bi of the base curve to a
respective point Pi);

- All points Pi belong to the parallel geodesic curve. As represented on figure 4, a smooth curve C1 as the parallel
geodesic curve is created through these points in order to provide the designer with a geometrical result.

[0018] CATIA V5 system implements the previous algorithm in the "Create Parallel Curve" function of "Generative
Shape Design" product. The designer selects an input surface, an input curve on said input surface, sets the offset
distance value and selects the "geodesic" option (as opposed to the "euclidean" option in the dialog box). Then, CATIA
system generates the geodesic parallel curve of the input curve on the input surface.
[0019] FiberSIM® software product of Vistagy Inc. is a very popular specialized CAD tool to design composites. This
software similarly computes parallel geodesic curves. It is based on CAA (CATIA Application Architecture) platform of
Dassault Systems. No patent or publication related to this product or this company seems to be published so far.
[0020] The prior art cited above provides a way to compute a single parallel geodesic curve to design a part.
[0021] The papers "Fast geodesic computation with the phase flow method" and "The phase flow method" by L. Ying
and E.J. Candes from the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena provide a way to massively compute a network
of geodesic curves. The algorithm is to evaluate the vector field of the differential equation on a grid of points and to
interpolate off-grid vector field values by interpolating neighboring values. For vocabulary purpose, the "vector field" is
the right hand side of the differential equation. However, these papers do not mention the design of parts. The algorithm
they disclose computes a network of geodesic curves starting from a given point. It is also noted that the algorithm only
provides approximate values when the vector field is evaluated on points that do not belong to the grid.
[0022] US patent application "process and computer system for generating a multidimensional offset surface" number
10/441287, by H. Kellermann et al. from CoCreate Software GmbH company, teaches a solution to compute an offset
curve from a base curve. According to the authors, the resulting offset curve does not feature any self intersection when
the base curve features small oscillations; "small" meaning that the local curvature radius is lower than the offset distance.
The principle is to approximate the base curve by a smooth and flattened curve, thus eliminating tiny oscillations from
the base curve, as mentioned at paragraph [0013] of the patent application as published. In order to determine the
approximation normal, an approximation curve is generated the position and course of which are approximate to the
position and course of the starting curve. Advantageously, this approximation is obtained by smoothing the starting
curve. The final offset curve is computed from this (approximated, smooth and flattened) base curve through a straight-
forward process, yielding a non singular offset curve. However, the offset curve in this patent application is not a geodesic
parallel curve. In document "An overview of offset curves and surfaces", published in Computer-Aided Design 31, Takashi
Maekawa discloses the creation of a geodesic curve by interpolating the terminal points of geodesic paths departing
orthogonally from selected points on a progenitor curve. There is a need for improving the design of parts, notably the
design of surface part by offering a new design option to the designer.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0023] This aim is achieved with a computer implemented method according to claim 1 for designing a part comprising
the steps of providing a surface and a base curve lying on the surface; sampling the base curve into a list of base points;
determining a grid of points of perpendicular geodesic curves, the points belonging to a respective level, each level
corresponding to a respective geodesic distance to the base curve, wherein each perpendicular geodesic curve lies on
the surface and departs perpendicularly from the base curve at a respective base point; then, computing a plurality of
parallel geodesic curves lying on the surface by using the grid of points, each parallel geodesic curve corresponding to
a respective level; and displaying a representation of the part.
[0024] Preferred embodiments may comprise one or more of the following features:

- the step of computing the plurality of parallel geodesic curves comprises interpolating the points of each level, or
fitting the points of each level;

- the method further comprises modifying one or more levels;
- the step of computing the plurality of parallel geodesic curves comprises interpolating the points of each level with

a polygonal line, the polygonal line comprising segments formed over a sequence of points of the level; and the
modifying of one or more levels comprises discarding at least one segment of the level under modification;

- the modifying of one or more levels comprises forming vectors corresponding to segments of the level under mod-
ification, each vector having a start point and an end point, the formed vector having a corresponding base vector,
formed by two points of the base curve corresponding to the start point and the end point respectively; evaluating
if the formed vectors are oriented in a same direction as the corresponding base vectors; upon the result of the step
of evaluating, determining regular segments and irregular segments of the sequence, an irregular segment being
a segment which corresponds to a vector evaluated to be oriented in a different direction from the corresponding
base vector; and discarding the irregular segments from the level under modification;

- the modifying of one or more levels further comprises forming vectors corresponding to segments of at least one
other level, the formed vectors of the other level having corresponding base vectors; evaluating if the formed vectors
of the other level are oriented in a same direction as the corresponding base vectors; upon the result of the step of
evaluating for the other level, discarding regular segments from the level under modification;

- the modifying of one or more levels further comprises determining an intersection between a first polygonal branch
and a second polygonal branch, the intersection being the shortest line linking the first polygonal branch and the
second polygonal branch; and discarding all the segment of the first polygonal branch after the intersection and all
the segments of the second polygonal branch before the intersection; wherein the first polygonal branch and the
second polygonal branch, each being a sequence of regular segments of the level under modification, are separated
by a sequence of previously discarded segments of the level;

- the modifying further comprises adding to the level under modification a leader point located on the intersection,
preferably located on the middle of the intersection,

- the base curve comprises a sharp vertex; and the modifying comprises adding at least one point to the level under
modification, according to the position of two points of the level corresponding to two base points of the base curve
on either side of the sharp vertex;

- the grid of points is dynamically refined;
- the part is a composite part; and
- at least one parallel geodesic curve comprises a sharp vertex.

[0025] This aim is also achieved with a computer-aided design system comprising a database suitable for storing
parameterizations of a surface and a base curve lying on the surface; and a graphical user interface suitable for designing
a part with the above method.
[0026] This aim is also achieved with a computer program comprising instructions for execution by a computer, the
instructions comprising means for causing a computer-aided design system comprising a database, suitable for storing
parameterizations of a surface and a base curve lying on the surface, to perform the above method.
[0027] This aim is also achieved with a computer readable storage medium having recorded thereon the above com-
puter program.
[0028] Further features and advantages of the invention will appear from the following description of embodiments of
the invention, given as non-limiting examples, with reference to the accompanying drawings listed hereunder.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0029]
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Figure 1 shows a geodesic curve on a sphere surface.
Figures 2-4 show a prior art method for computing a single parallel geodesic curve.
Figure 5 shows a flowchart of the method of the invention.
Figures 6-11 show an example of an adaptation of the prior art method of figures 2-4 to compute a plurality of parallel
geodesic curves.
Figure 12 shows an example of a GUI suited for performing the method.
Figures 13-25 show examples of one type of singularity.
Figures 26-31 show examples of the method with suspicious segments.
Figures 32-33 show an example of connecting branches.
Figures 34-36 show an example of a base curve having sharp vertices.
Figures 37-43 show an example of dynamically refining the grid.
Figure 44-47 show an example of the method.
Figure 48 shows an example of a user workstation suitable for performing the method.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0030] A computer implemented method according to the invention is intended for designing a part. The method
comprises a step of providing a surface and a base curve lying on the surface. The method also comprises a step of
sampling the base curve into a list of base points. The method also comprises a step of determining a grid of points of
perpendicular geodesic curves. The points of the grid each belong to a respective level. Each level of the grid corresponds
to a respective geodesic distance to the base curve. Each perpendicular geodesic curve lies on the surface and departs
perpendicularly from the base curve at a respective base point. The method then comprises a step of computing a
plurality of parallel geodesic curves lying on the surface by using the grid of points. Each parallel geodesic curve corre-
sponds to a respective level. A representation of the part is displayed according to the method. Such a method offers a
new way to design a part.
[0031] The method according to the invention is intended for designing a part. The term "part" generally refers to a
mechanical component of an industrial product. However, many variations are possible within the scope of the invention.
For example, the method may also be used for designing an assembly of parts, possibly an entire industrial product
(e.g. a wing of a plane). Furthermore, the invention is not solely intended to the design of mechanical parts, but it is
applicable to any field where computer design is required. For example, the invention is applicable to the field of video
games.
[0032] The method will now be detailed with reference to the flowchart of figure 5.
[0033] The method comprises a step of providing S1 a surface and a base curve lying on the surface. Providing a
surface typically includes providing identification and/or geometric specifications, such as parameterization, of a surface.
Similarly, providing a base curve typically includes providing identification and/or geometric specifications, such as
parameterization, of a curve. Such identifications and specifications may be any one known from prior art.
[0034] For instance, the surface may be identified as surface S and may be specified by the parameterization S(u,v),
(u,v)∈[a,b]3[c,d], wherein a, b, c and d are real numbers. However, other specifications may alternatively or additionally
be provided and are within the scope of the method. This includes for example specifications such as "the plane which
interpolates the following points", or "the sphere which interpolates the following circles", or such as an optimization
problem of which solution is a surface.
[0035] The curve may be identified as base curve C0. The curve lies on the surface. In other words, if a point belongs
to the curve, then it also belongs to the surface. The base curve may thus be conveniently specified by a p-curve
t°(u(t),v(t)) from an interval [t0,t1] to [a,b]3[c,d]. The base curve on surface S is then the curve from interval [t0,t1] to
the 3D space R3 defined by C(t)=S(u(t),v(t)) associated to the p-curve. However, other specifications may alternatively
or additionally be provided and are within the scope of the method. For example, the base curve may also be specified
by a direct parameterization in the 3D space R3, such as t°(x(t),y(t),z(t)). Also, the method may further comprise a step
of projecting on the surface a curve originally not lying on the surface, thereby providing a base curve lying on the surface.
In that case, the base curve may be specified by the initial curve and the direction of projection. The base curve is in
the general case any curve lying on the surface. It may in particular be a geodesic curve of the surface.
[0036] Providing S1 a surface and a base curve lying on the surface may be semi-automatically or manually performed.
It may involve the designer. Typically and as known from prior art, when designing a part, it is often required that a
designer provides a CAD system with geometric specifications. Such specifications may include parameters for defining
a surface and a base curve lying on the surface. Alternatively, the designer may only select an area of an object already
existing in a CAD system. The CAD system may then compute from that area a parameterization of a surface and/or a
curve without the designer being made aware of the parameters. Alternatively, the designer may select a surface and/or
a curve from a default list proposed to him by a CAD system. The surface and/or the base curve may also be provided
by a collaborating designer. The above methods may be used in combination. For example, the surface may be provided
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by selecting an area of an object in the system and the base curve may be provided by specifying a p-curve on the surface.
[0037] As can be understood from the many alternatives detailed above, the step of providing S1 a surface and a base
curve lying on the surface encompasses many alternatives, as long as the system with which the method is performed
has enough information on a surface and a base curve for performing the subsequent steps of the method.
[0038] The method also comprises a step of sampling S2 the base curve into a list of base points. Sampling the base
curve into a list of base points consists in creating points of the curve and determining their position. The position may
be determined by coordinates, or values for parameters of the curve, or any convenient means to perform computations
required in subsequent steps of the method. As the curve lies on the surface, the base points also lie on the surface.
The sampling may be performed automatically, or semi-automatically, or even manually. Indeed, the sampling may be
performed according to a step size defining the distance between two successive points. This step size may be determined
automatically by the computer according to diverse criteria such as e.g. the length of the curve and/or the number of
parallel geodesic curves to be computed. The step size may be alternatively determined manually, or partially manually.
Alternatively or additionally, points may be manually provided by the designer. In an example, the sampling is performed
according to the local curvature radius value of the base curve. More points are created where the curvature radius is
smaller. This allows an easy anticipation of cases when neighbor perpendicular geodesic curves become more and
more distant from each other as they become distant from the base curve. In that case indeed, the distance between
points within a level is too high and does not lead to satisfying parallel geodesic curves. To avoid unnecessary compu-
tations, the sampling does not take into account the shape of the surface that is far from the base curve and that may
affect the parallel geodesic curves.
[0039] The method also comprises a step of determining S3 a grid of points of perpendicular geodesic curves. The
points of the grid thus belong to perpendicular geodesic curves. Each perpendicular geodesic curve lies on the surface
and departs perpendicularly from the base curve at a respective base point. As known from the prior art and earlier
detailed with reference to figure 3, a perpendicular geodesic curve departing from the base curve at a respective base
point is a geodesic curve of the surface which is perpendicular with the base curve. Generally, the parallel geodesic
curves are to be computed on one side of the base curve. In this case, all the perpendicular geodesic curves may depart
from the base curve toward that side. This allows computation saving. If the parallel geodesic curves are to be computed
on both sides of the base curve, then the perpendicular geodesic curves may depart as well on both sides.
[0040] The perpendicular geodesic curves may be generated according to the prior art. Typically, at each base point,
a normal direction, normal to the base curve, is obtained for example by solving a differential equation involving the
parameterization of the base curve, or by approximating the direction of the base curve at the base curve according for
example to two other points on either side of the base point. Then the perpendicular geodesic curve departing from that
base point is obtained by integrating a differential equation derived from a "minimum length" or a "minimum energy"
definition as explained with reference to prior art. This solution applies to all cases and is thus the easiest to implement.
Perpendicular geodesic curves may also be generated by other means, for example involving known geometrical results.
For instance, if the surface is spherical, as mentioned earlier with reference to prior art, geodesic curves are generated
by the intersection between the surface and a plane passing by the center of the sphere. In that case, resource may be
saved.
[0041] Approximations of perpendicular geodesic curves may be generated for at least a part of the base points. The
design of the part does not necessarily require exact geodesic parallel curves. In that case, generating approximations
of perpendicular geodesic curves allows resource saving without a significant loss of efficiency. Actual perpendicular
geodesic curves are not necessarily generated, as long as the grid of points can be obtained. In particular, if approxi-
mations are used, perpendicular geodesic curves are not generated.
[0042] In the case perpendicular geodesic curves are actually generated, the generations may be parallelized because
they are independent. This allows a faster computing of the parallel geodesic curves. Similarly, parallelization may be
used also if the perpendicular geodesic curves are not generated.
[0043] The points of the grid each belong to a respective level. In other words, the grid comprises a plurality of levels,
each level comprising a plurality of points. As geodesic perpendicular curves, by definition, lie on the surface, the points
of each level lie on the surface. The number of points inside each level is not necessarily the same. However, the
implementation of the method will generally lead to an identical number of points within each level. This allows system-
atization of the computation of the parallel geodesic curves, thus leading to homogeneous results.
[0044] Each level of the grid corresponds to a respective geodesic distance to the base curve. Typically, a designer
may provide to the system in use requirements for computing the parallel geodesic curves. For example, the designer
may provide the number of parallel geodesic curves he wants and/or a distance step size between each parallel geodesic
curve. The step size may be variable, for example increasing with the distance from the base curve. Alternatively, the
designer may provide one by one a respective distance from the base curve for each parallel geodesic curve he needs
to be computed. Alternatively, at least a part of the above parameters may be determined automatically, for example if
default values are used. In any case, each parallel geodesic curve is to lie at a certain geodesic distance from the base
curve. Each level of the grid corresponds to a respective distance to the base curve so that it is attributed to a respective
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parallel geodesic curve that is to be computed. However, as will be explained later, this does not mean that the points
of the grid stand at that exact geodesic distance to the base curve.
[0045] The method then comprises a step of computing S4 a plurality of parallel geodesic curves lying on the surface
by using the grid of points. By the term "using", it is meant that the plurality of parallel geodesic curves is computed
according to the grid of points, i.e. on the basis of the position of the points of the grid. As said above, each parallel
geodesic curve corresponds to a respective level, and thus to a respective geodesic distance to the base curve. The
computed parallel geodesic curves are curves different from the base curve. How the grid of points is used to compute
the plurality of parallel geodesic curves will be detailed later through the different examples.
[0046] The method also comprises displaying S5 a representation of the part. The representation is preferably three-
dimensional. The part may indeed be 3D modeled, and thus a 3D representation may be displayed. A 3D representation
allows the viewing of the part from all angles. For example, the part may be handled and turned around any of its axes,
or around any axis in the screen. This notably excludes 2D icons, which are not 3D modeled. However, a two-dimensional
display may alternatively be performed.
[0047] On figure 5, this step of displaying S5 is represented subsequent to all other steps. However, it does not
necessary imply that the representation of the part is displayed after the other steps of the method. Indeed, a represen-
tation of the part may be displayed while the other steps of the method are performed and updated consequently. This
allows the designer to see the result of each step. Alternatively, the step of displaying may be performed upon a request
from the designer.
[0048] As detailed earlier with reference to figures 2-4, a solution for computing a single parallel geodesic curve exists
in prior art. Solutions for computing a network of geodesic curves, or an offset curve also exist. On the other hand, the
method suggests the computation of a plurality of geodesic parallel curves. Thus, the method offers a new way to design
parts.
[0049] In particular, computing a plurality of geodesic parallel curves proves useful when designing a composite part.
A composite part is basically a surface part (e.g. airplane tail, wing, fuselage, ship hull, some automotive components)
that is dressed up with a sequence of plies. Each ply is a ribbon of composite material that covers a portion of the surface
part. Composite fibers of plies are deliberately oriented in such a way as to increase the directional structural stiffness
and strength of the resulting part.
[0050] The art of composites design is to define the ply stacking sequence in order to obtain the stiffness and strength
properties. Thus, designing this ply stacking sequence may conveniently massively use parallel geodesic curves on the
base surface, which represent the projection on the base surface of the boundaries of the different stacked matter layers
forming the composite part. The resulting shape is a step configuration on which all the sharp boundaries will be parallel
regarding the support surface. Therefore, notably by adding the design option of computing a plurality of parallel geodesic
curves and thus allowing a better design of composite parts, the method improves the art of part design.
[0051] One modification of the prior art to computing a plurality of parallel geodesic curves to the same base curve
could be to repeat the process described with reference to figures 2-4 as many times as necessary. Applying the prior
art algorithm to compute each parallel geodesic curve one after the other presents efficiency issues detailed below.
These issues are solved by the method proposed by the invention, as explained below.
[0052] A first issue is a creation and update performance issue. A classical history based CAD system would save
the dependency between each base curve and all its parallel geodesic curves. Thus, when the designer changes an
input parameter such as the shape of a base curve, the distance value or even the base surface, the system updates
the geometry by re-computing all parallel geodesic curves individually. The computing time is not compatible with an
interactive system in the case many parallel geodesic curves are computed because it may take several hours. Creation
time is critical as well because several dozens of parallel geodesic curves are generated in one shot, which requires a
computing time that is not compatible with an interactive system. The method of the invention solves this issue because
the parallel geodesic curves are computed solely on the basis of the grid of points. The grid of points is light for the
system to store, and the parallel geodesic curves may be synchronously generated using the grid of points.
[0053] A second issue solved by the invention concerns the consideration of robustness versus performance. Com-
puting a plurality of parallel geodesic curves with the repetition of the prior art algorithm raises the question of reusing
the initial base curve each time versus reusing the previous parallel curve as the base curve of the next one.
[0054] The solution that consists in computing m geodesic parallel curves from the initial base curve may be for
example implemented by the algorithm of figure 6. The solution that consists in reusing the previous curve may be for
example implemented by the algorithm of figure 7. Despite these two approaches are equivalent from the theoretical
point of view, software implementations are not.
[0055] When reusing the initial base curve, the algorithm computes overlapping portions of geodesic perpendicular
curves, as illustrated on figures 8 and 9. The example of figure 8 and 9 shows how two parallel geodesic curves are
computed from a base curve C0 with the algorithm of the kind of figure 6. Figure 8 shows the first parallel geodesic curve
C1 while the rightmost part shows the second parallel geodesic curve C2, and the first one C1 in dotted line. Perpendicular
geodesic curves SPC1i generated to compute the first parallel C1 and perpendicular geodesic curves SPC2i generated
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to compute the second parallel C2 are also represented.
[0056] The approach of figure 8 is robust but it is slow because the same computation is uselessly performed many
times. Indeed, as can be seen from figure 8, circled portions of perpendicular geodesic curves SPC2i are portions already

computed when computing the perpendicular geodesic curves SPC1i. In general, the geodesic parallel curve Ci number

i requires n perpendicular curve segments of length id where d is the distance value separating the parallel curves. This
represents an accumulated amount of length nid of perpendicular curves. Now, let m be the number of geodesic parallel

curves to compute. The total computed length of perpendicular curves is (1+2+···+m)nd, that is  The
computation of each perpendicular geodesic curve has a complexity which depends on the length of the curve being
computed. Thus, using the approach of figure 8 raises severe speed issues.
[0057] The method of the invention solves this speed issue as the parallel geodesic curves are computed only after
the grid of points is determined. Indeed, perpendicular geodesic curves may be generated only once at maximum, in
order to determine S3 the grid of points in one sole step. A typical composites design involves one to two thousands
curves, corresponding to the number of fibers represented. These curves are arranged by bundles of ten to fifty parallel
geodesic curves. As can be seen from the above, a core geometrical feature of composites design and manufacturing
preparation is the computation of parallel geodesic curves. There may indeed be a need to compute parallel geodesic
curves as many as several dozens of bundles, each including dozens of parallel geodesic curves to the base curve,
yielding one to two thousands resulting curves. Thus, the efficiency of the computing of a plurality of parallel geodesic
curves is particularly useful when composite parts are designed.
[0058] Reusing the previous parallel curve as the base curve also avoids this phenomenon because only new portions
of perpendicular curves are computed. Unfortunately, it amplifies imperfections of the previous curve such as unwanted
oscillations or sharp points. Such a method is thus faster than the method illustrated by figures 6, 8 and 9 but the quality
is not sure. Another drawback of reusing the previous curve, illustrated on figure 10, is the artificial proliferation of vertices
when crossing an internal boundary curve 101 of the surface. The base curve C0 does not cross the internal boundary
curve 101. The first parallel curve C1 crosses the boundary curve 101, so a vertex 102 is created, splitting the first parallel
curve C1 into two consecutive arcs. To compute the second parallel curve C2, it is thus necessary to separately compute
a parallel leftmost arc from the leftmost arc of the first parallel curve C1 and a parallel rightmost arc from the rightmost
arc of the first parallel curve C1. The parallel leftmost arc does not cross the boundary curve 101. The parallel rightmost
arc crosses the boundary curve 101, so a second vertex 104 is created, yielding a second parallel curve C2 including
three consecutive arcs. The second parallel rightmost arc crosses again the internal boundary curve, and so on. Such
a method thus creates a number of superfluous vertices 106, circled in dotted line on figure 10.
[0059] Figure 11 illustrates the correct result, featuring the minimum number of vertices, which does not comprise the
superfluous vertices of figure 10. In general, noting k the number of parallel curves crossing the internal boundary curve,

the total number of superfluous vertices created by the approach of figure 10 is  Compared to the minimum
number k of vertices, this means o(k2) superfluous vertices created. As it does not compute parallel curves one from
the other the method of the invention avoids the proliferation and amplification of imperfections, as well as the creation
of superfluous vertices.
[0060] Thus, the method of the invention provides an efficient way of computing a plurality of parallel geodesic curves
from a base curve, from a resource and computation complexity point of view. Thanks to that, the method allows an
efficient design, notably of composite parts. On this basis, the part designed with the method may be a composite part
and thereby highlight the advantages of using the method.
[0061] The method may be performed on a CAD system with interaction with a user using a graphical user interface.
In reference to figure 12, the exemplified graphical user interface (or GUI) 100 may be a typical CAD-like interface,
having standard menu bars 110, 120, as well as bottom and side toolbars 140, 150. Such menu- and toolbars contain
a set of user-selectable icons, each icon being associated with one or more operations or functions, as known in the art.
[0062] Some of these icons are associated with software tools, adapted for editing and/or working on a modeled
product 200 or parts of product 200 such as that displayed in the GUI 100. The software tools may be grouped into
workbenches. Each workbench comprises a subset of software tools. In particular, one of the workbenches is an edition
workbench, suitable for editing geometrical features of the modeled product 200. In operation, a designer may for example
pre-select a part of the object 200 and then initiate an operation (e.g. change the dimension, color, etc.) or edit geometrical
constraints by selecting an appropriate icon. For example, typical CAD operations are the modeling of the punching or
the folding of a 3D modeled object displayed on the screen.
[0063] The GUI may for example display data 250 related to the displayed product 200. In the example of figure 12,
the data 250, displayed as a "feature tree", and their 3D representation 200 pertain to a brake assembly including brake
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caliper and disc. The GUI may further show various types of graphic tool 130,160, for example for facilitating 3D orientation
of the object, for triggering a simulation of an operation of an edited product or render various attributes of the displayed
product 200.
[0064] The computing S4 of the plurality of parallel geodesic curves may comprise interpolating the points of each
level. Interpolating the points within a level means computing a curve which passes through all the points of the level.
This may be achieved using any interpolation algorithm known from prior art, such as polynomial interpolation. The
interpolation may be constrained by the surface so that the curve obtained lies on the surface. Such constraints allow
obtaining a very precise result. Alternatively, the interpolation may be unconstrained by the surface and the result may
be projected on the surface, the projection thereby defining the geodesic parallel curve corresponding to the level.
[0065] An example of computing the plurality of parallel geodesic curve with the method is discussed briefly. In this
example, the points of a level may be for example interpolated by a polygonal line, which will also be referred to as poly-
line hereafter, i.e. a sequence of straight segments linking pairs of points of the level. For example, the points obtained
after the sampling of the base curve may present an order. This order may be retrieved within the levels. From each
poly-line so formed, a corresponding parallel geodesic curve may be computed. For example the poly-line may be
projected on the surface. The result of the projection may then be smoothed so as to obtain a required continuity.
Inversely, the poly-line may be smoothed and then projected on the surface. Also, the poly-line may be not projected
on the surface. The projection on the surface is not essential. Its importance depends on how the design of the part
obtained by the method is to be used (i.e. what the designer wants). Thus, the computed parallel geodesic curves may
be the poly-lines themselves or the poly-lines after smoothing. In that case, they do not lie exactly on the surface. This
considerably speeds up performance of the method. In general, using the smoothing process on a poly-line or on the
projection of a poly-line to compute a parallel geodesic curve is relatively fast while leading to an acceptable result from
an industrial design point of view.
[0066] Alternatively, the computing S4 may comprise fitting the points of each level. Fitting points is approximating
the points with a curve which does not necessarily pass through the points. This is typically an optimization problem, for
example testing a set of parameters for different families of curves and minimizing a least square sum. Such fitting
methods are known from prior art. Using a fitting method allows resource saving. Indeed, as the geodesic parallel curve
is not required to pass through all points of a level, good results may be achieved with simple curve families. As a
consequence, few parameters are required to compute the geodesic parallel curves.
[0067] Of course, a combination of interpolating and fitting may be used among the levels, and/or also among the
point within levels. For example, less precision may be required for distant parallel geodesic curves. They may be
obtained by fitting points of their corresponding level while closer parallel geodesic curves are obtained by interpolation.
Such a combination increases the design possibilities offered to the designer as it covers more design intents.
[0068] The prior art algorithm, described with reference to figure 2-4, is designed to compute a single parallel geodesic
curve within the context of a general purpose geometric modeling system. Consequently, the geometric modeling program
provides a result that is as precise as possible because the resulting curve is potentially reused in further design. In the
context of general purpose modeling, precision is preferred to performance. Also, the very last step of the prior art
algorithm is to provide a smooth curve by interpolating points Pi by a polynomial or rational curve (typically B-spline or
NURBS curve). Once more, in the context of a general purpose geometric modeling system, this interpolation is precision
oriented. Consequently, the computed curve may need many (polynomial or rational) arcs, which requires huge data
memory to store and manage thousands of parallel geodesic curves.
[0069] The resource saving solutions provided by the method and described earlier are thus a departure from the prior
art. Indeed, the prior art algorithm does not apply efficiently for computing a plurality of parallel geodesic curves as the
computational effort is multiplied by the number of parallel curves to be created. The method of the invention proposes
resource saving that allow a fast and easily updatable computation of a high number of parallel curves. Precision is
decreased. However, a precision as high as the precision of the prior art when computing a single parallel curve is not
required when there is a high number of parallel curves. For example, when designing a composite part, there is no
need that all the fibers are perfect parallel geodesic curves of a base. Indeed, the industrial process will lead to imprecision
anyway.
[0070] The method may further comprise modifying one or more levels. Modifying a level allows to correct singularities.
Furthermore, as points are easy to manipulate in terms of computational effort, the correction of singularities is performed
very efficiently. An issue solved by the method is thus a singularity management performance issue.
[0071] Singularities are undesirable features of the parallel curves. The issue of one type of singularities is now
discussed with reference to the example of figures 13-14. The classical singularity in the field of parallel geodesic curve
computing is the curvature radius of the parallel curve that is locally smaller than the distance value. The example of
figure 13 shows how a direct application of the prior art algorithm of figures 2-4 leads to such a singularity. The prior art
algorithm is used to compute from the base curve C0 the geodesic parallel curve 136. The theoretical solution 136
features in this example two "cusp" points 132 and one self intersection point 134 on the parallel curve 136. This is
unusable for industrial purpose. Thus a singularity management is unavoidable. How singularities are managed deter-
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mines the usability of the method for computing parallel curves. Indeed, in the context of composites, about 80% of
robustness problems result from singularity management failure.
[0072] A straightforward solution applied in prior art consists in removing the loop resulting from the self intersection.
The result is shown on figure 14. A first problem of this solution is that a sharp vertex 142 is created on the corrected
parallel curve C1. A second problem is linked to the fact that when computing families of parallel curves, families of
singularities may occur. Individual management of these singularities leads to performance issue as well. Indeed, as
explained above, in the context of general purpose modeling, precision is preferred to performance. This holds as well
for singularity management: the self intersection point resulting from high curvature is precisely computed through curves
intersection.
[0073] On the contrary, the method manages singularities by modifying one or more levels of the grid, and thus may
only manipulate points. As points are easy to handle, this solves performance issues. In the case a poly-line is formed
for a level, the level may be modified by manipulating the segments of the poly-line. This is also very light in terms of
computational effort. Singularities may in any case be managed on the levels without manipulation of the final parallel
curves, which manipulation requires high resources. Furthermore, modifying a level avoids the risk that undesired features
appear on the final parallel curves as they are manipulated, e.g. undesired sharp vertices such as sharp vertex 142 of
figure 14 when a loop of a curve is truncated.
[0074] It is also noted that Kellermann et al. patent application provides a solution for singularity management. This
solution requires smoothing the base curve each time a singularity is expected on the resulting offset curve. By itself,
this smoothing involves a sampling and an algorithm to provide a polynomial or rational curve. This strategy is not
compatible with performance issues in the context of composites because the resulting parallel curve needs to be
smoothed in order to avoid singularity on the next parallel curve. Furthermore, this process of alternate curve smoothing
and parallel curve computing corrupts the precision all the way long by cumulating smoothing errors. Finally, Kellermann
et al. solution is designed to overcome tiny oscillations on a relatively flat input curve. Issues for handling a U-shape or
L-shape input curve are not addressed.
[0075] Modifying one or more levels may be performed prior to the step of computing S4 the plurality of parallel
geodesic curves, or concomitant to it as will be detailed later. It may be also performed after. In that case, a step of re-
computing a plurality of corrected parallel geodesic curves may follow. This provides the designer with the possibility to
observe the singularities before deciding to correct them or not.
[0076] Suppose that we are in the case that the step of computing the plurality of parallel geodesic curves comprises
interpolating the points of each level with a polygonal line, the polygonal line comprising segments formed over a
sequence of points of the level. The step of modifying one or more levels may then comprise discarding at least one
segment of the level under modification.
[0077] If we go back to figure 13, this could for example be achieved by discarding all the segments corresponding to
the loop. After smoothing, such a solution would lead to a result similar to the result of figure 14. However, because the
poly-line is to be smoothed only after the segments are discarded according to the method, the correction of the singularity
is faster and does not lead to the undesired sharp vertex 142.
[0078] In the case another interpolation algorithm is used (different from poly-line interpolation), the principle of dis-
carding arcs linking two points of the grid remains the same. In the case a fitting algorithm is used and in general, points
of the grid may be discarded, in order to correct singularities.
[0079] Alternatively or additionally to discarding segments or points, the modifying of one or more levels may comprise
modifying the positions of segments or points of the level under modification. It may also comprise inserting new segments
or new points within the level.
[0080] An example of a way to discard segments is described with reference to figure 15. In figure 15, the base curve
C0 and one level comprising points (P1,..,Pn) are represented. The modifying of one or more levels may comprise forming

vectors PiPi+1 corresponding to segments [Pi,Pi+1] of the level under modification. These vectors are represented by

arrows on figure 15. Each vector has a start point Pi and an end point Pi+1. The formed vector has a corresponding base

vector BiBi+1, formed by two points, Bi and Bi+1, of the base curve C0 corresponding to the start point Pi and the end

point Pi+1 respectively. The modifying of one or more levels may also comprise evaluating if the formed vectors PiPi+1

are oriented in a same direction as the corresponding base vectors BiBi+1. It may also comprise, upon the result of the

step of evaluating, determining regular segments and irregular segments 152 of the sequence. An irregular segment
152 is a segment which corresponds to a vector evaluated to be oriented in a different direction from the corresponding
base vector. The irregular segments may then be discarded from the level under modification.
[0081] In an example, which may be applied to the general case, the grid of points determined at step S3 includes the
point wise description of the base curve C0, the point wise definition of all parallel geodesic curves (C1,...), and a coupling
between each point Bi of the base curve and its corresponding point (Pi for the level represented on figure 15) on each
geodesic parallel curve. Each point wise parallel geodesic curve is seen as a poly-line. The singularity management is
performed for each poly-line.
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[0082] As explained, the first step is to identify singular line segments. By definition, a line segment [Pi,Pi+1] corre-

sponding to vector PiPi+1 is regular if the vector has the same orientation as its corresponding base vector BiBi+1. It is

singular otherwise. The scalar product may be used to perform this evaluation. In other words, the segment [Pi,Pi+1] is

regular if 〈PiPi+1|BiBi+1〉>0, it is singular if 〈PiPi+1|BiBi+1〉≤0, where the notation 〈U|V〉 is the scalar product of vectors U

and V. Other ways of evaluating if the two vectors have the same direction may be used, such as computing their angle.
Other criteria of defining a singular segment may also be used. For example, if a scalar product is too small, even though
not negative, then the angle between the two vectors is almost 90°, the corresponding segment could be considered
singular and thus discarded. Also, a point Pi is regular if the line segments [Pi,Pi+1] and [Pi-1,Pi] are regular. A point Pi

is singular if at least one line segment [Pi,Pi+1] and [Pi-1,Pi] is singular. The modifying of one or more levels may comprise

discarding all singular points, or, discarding all points Pi if both line segments [Pi,Pi+1] and [Pi-1,Pi] are singular.

[0083] The above examples show how the grid of points allows fast correction of singularities. Indeed, the computations
only involve the positions of the points of the level. Differential computations involving parameterizations of curves are
not required.
[0084] After segments corresponding to vectors not oriented have been discarded, the polygonal line presents holes.
Then, by definition, the polygonal comprises polygonal branches. A polygonal branch is a sequence of regular segments
of the level under modification. The segments within a polygonal branch are linked. Polygonal branches are separated
by a sequence of previously discarded segments of the level.
[0085] The modifying of one or more levels may further comprise determining an intersection between a first polygonal
branch and a second polygonal branch. The intersection is the shortest line, for example in the Euclidean meaning,
linking the first polygonal branch and the second polygonal branch. All the segments of the first polygonal branch after
the intersection and all the segments of the second polygonal branch before the intersection may then be discarded. By
"before" and "after" the intersection, it is referred to the order within a level, corresponding to the order of the base points.
With reference to figure 16 the shortest line linking 166 the first polygonal branch 162 to the second polygonal branch
164 determines at an extremity a points A of the first branch 162 and at its other extremity a point B of the second branch
64. Note that points A and B are not in the general case points of the level with the above definition of the intersection.
However, for higher speed, the intersection may on the contrary be computed as the shortest line linking a point of the
level on the first branch and a point of the level on the second branch. All the segments "after" point A means all the
segments formed by points of the first polygonal branch positioned after point A on the branch. It possibly comprises
the segment on which point A lies. Similarly, all the segments "before" point B means all the segments formed by points
of the second polygonal branch positioned before point B on the branch. It possibly comprises the segment on which
point B lies. Discarding these other segments makes the subsequent smoothing of the polygonal line easier. The first
branch and the second branch are thus reduced.
[0086] The modifying may further comprise adding to the level under modification a leader point located on the inter-
section. The leader point is preferably located on the middle of the intersection. This is exemplified by figures 15-18
which each show a different step of the modification of one or more levels comprising all the options listed above.
[0087] On figure 15, the local singular/regular status of line segments is known. Then, singular line segments are
discarded, leaving a two branches poly-line including only regular line segments in first branch 162 and second branch
164 as represented on figure 17. These two branches are trimmed by computing the so called "leader point" L according,
for example, to the following method. First, find the couple of points A and B (one point on each branch) realizing the
shortest distance between the two branches. By definition, the line segment joining these two points is perpendicular to
each branch of the poly-line. Then, the leader point L may be the middle point of this line segment, as illustrated on

figure 16, i.e.  Of course, other methods may be implemented. It should be understood that the leader
point computation is performed in the 3D space, as opposed to a 2D plane. This is because the poly-lines are defined
on a non planar surface and, consequently, are non planar objects.
[0088] After the intersection is determined, as explained earlier, the line segments of the branches 162 and 164 beyond
the leader point L are discarded. Figure 18 illustrates the final branches, i.e. first trimmed branch 182 and second trimmed
branch 184, together with the leader point L. Notice that, as mentioned earlier, the singularity management yields
discontinuous poly-lines consisting of branches.
[0089] This algorithm is able to solve a sequence of singularities occurring on a geodesic parallel curve, as illustrated
on figures 19-21. The curve on figure 19 features two separated singularities 192 and 194. The curve on figure 20 is the
result after the rightmost singularity 194 is solved. The curve on figure 21 is the result after the leftmost singularity 192
is solved.
[0090] Whether the singularities overlap or not is not a problem from the algorithm point of view. This is shown with
the example of figures 22-24. The curve of figure 22 features two overlapping singularities 222 and 224. The curve of
figure 23 is the result after the first singularity 224 is solved, and the curve of figure 24 is the final result.
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[0091] Figure 25 illustrates a typical situation of singularity propagation. The upper curve C0 is the base curve. The
examples of figures 19-21 and 22-24 are respectively the third 253 and fifth 255 curves. All these singularities can be
solved by the previous options of the method.
[0092] The modifying of one or more levels may further comprise forming vectors corresponding to segments of at
least one other level, the formed vectors of the other level having corresponding base vectors. In other words, what has
been performed for one level is now performed for another level. Then, it is evaluated if the formed vectors of the other
level are oriented in a same direction as the corresponding base vectors. Upon the result of the step of evaluating for
the other level, regular segments from the level under modification may be discarded. The idea here is to use the result
of the evaluation for the other level to detect singularities not detected yet. This leads to a higher robustness of the
singularity cleaning.
[0093] As explained previously, a "simple" singularity is solved by discarding singular segments and by trimming the
remaining polygonal branches. On the opposite, a "complex" singularity is characterized by the fact that, sometimes,
some regular segments have to be discarded despite their being regular. The solution to correct complex singularities
takes benefit of the propagation information.
[0094] Indeed, as illustrated earlier with reference to figure 25, singularity is a propagating phenomenon from a geodesic
parallel curve to the next one. A singularity may appear and disappear, but it generally involves several consecutive
geodesic parallel curves. Complex singularities are tricky bunches of crossing line segments mixing regular and singular
types and very sensitive to offset distance value. The propagation phenomenon is exploited by the invention to reuse
information about the singularity from a geodesic parallel curve to the next one. The goal is to identify regular line
segments that are "suspicious", meaning that they might be discarded. This information is used by the algorithm that
computes poly-lines branch intersection and trimming. Situations can occur where discarding suspicious line segments
leads to a solution, while keeping these line segments would not provide any solution at all.
[0095] The issue is to quantify the meaning of "suspicious". The tables below illustrate an example of an algorithm
performed on four geodesic parallel curves including ten line segments each. Each row captures line segments status
of a parallel geodesic curve that may be evaluated as described earlier. Initially, a line segment status is either regular
(value 1 in the table) or singular (value 0 in the table). For example, the status of line segment number eight of curve
number two is 1 (regular). This provides the following table:

[0096] In this example, the first step is to change all value 1 columns to value 2 columns (see columns 1, 5, 6 and 10
in the table below). Value 2 captures a regular status that will not be changed: a line segment with constant regular
status is genuinely regular (not suspicious). This provides the following table:

[0097] The next step is to horizontally propagate values 2 to neighboring values 1. In other words, if value 1 is close
to value 2, then it is switched to value 2. This is repeated iteratively until nothing can be changed. The next table illustrates
the horizontal propagation result. The idea is that regular segments neighboring genuinely regular segments are them-
selves not suspicious. This provides the following table:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

2 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1

3 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

4 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 1 0 1 2 2 1 0 1 2

2 2 0 1 0 2 2 0 1 0 2

3 2 1 0 1 2 2 1 1 0 2

4 2 1 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2
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[0098] Now, the remaining values 1 are horizontally surrounded by values 0. By definition, they are suspicious, meaning
that corresponding line segments might have to be discarded despite they are regular. In the previous table, only line
segments number three and eight of curve number two are suspicious.
[0099] Of course, the above scheme is only an example. Other schemes may be performed to define suspicious
segments. For instance, instead of changing all value 1 columns to value 2 columns, a more localized processing may
be applied. For example, if the i-th segment is regular for at least five successive curves from n-2 to n+2, then the value
of the i-th column and n-th row may be changed to 2. As long as the evaluation of the singular/regular status of segments
of another level are used for evaluating the suspicious status of segment of a level under modification, the cleaning of
singularities is enhanced. Thanks to the grid of points determined, a better cleaning can be performed by the method.
This example shows the capabilities offered by the use of a grid of points as opposed to prior art techniques.
[0100] Once segments have been evaluated as suspicious, they may be discarded. Alternatively and as exemplified
below, further evaluations may be performed.
[0101] Regular and suspicious poly-lines are ordered in a list according to the orientation. The suspicious status is
used as follows: when there is no intersection between a regular polygonal branch (i.e. a branch consisting of regular
segments) and a suspicious polygonal branch (i.e. a branch consisting of suspicious segments), the suspicious poly-
line may be discarded, and the regular poly-line is intersected with the next poly-line in the sequence according to the
intersection scheme described earlier with reference to figure 16.
[0102] Figures 26-31 present an example of the performing of such a scheme. Figure 26 illustrate a sequence of three
consecutive geodesic parallel curves featuring complex singularities. The result of status computation is illustrated on
figure 27. Short dotted lines are singular, full lines are regular, and long dotted lines are suspicious. Discarding singular
poly-lines yields the geometry of figure 28.
[0103] Solving sequentially curves number one, two and three is illustrated on figures 29-31. Notice that the suspicious
poly-line of curve one is discarded (figure 29), while suspicious poly-line of curve three is involved in the result (horizontal
line in figures 30 and 31).
[0104] In the case segments, singular or suspicious, have been discarded according to any or a combination of the
examples provided above, to each parallel geodesic curve to be computed, there corresponds a poly-line formed by
successive polygonal branches and possibly leader points between the branches. This poly-line may then be smoothed
in order to provide a result as discussed earlier.
[0105] In an example, each branch is smoothed. The smoothing algorithm may be relaxed according to a tolerance
that is defined thanks to the composites context. Given this tolerance, the smoothing algorithm does not need to be as
precise as the usual interpolation algorithm. Only the end points of the poly-line branches need to be exact. Consequently,
the smoothing step is faster and yields light resulting (B-spline or NURBS) curves.
[0106] In the example of figures 32, the smoothed branches 182 and 184 are connected. The portion of curve connecting
the smoothed branches 322 in the neighborhood of a leader point L is possibly not computed by the smoothing algorithm:
a connecting curve 322 is computed on purpose. A typical solution, illustrated on figure 33, is a degree three polynomial
Bezier arc 322 defined as follows. End points G and H of the control polygon are the end points of the branches to
connect. The two remaining control points K and R are respectively collinear to the branches tangent directions 332 and
334. They are adjusted in such a way that the middle point of the polynomial Bezier arc 322 is close enough to the leader
point L according to the composites tolerance. Notice that the connecting curve 322 does not go through the leader
point, and that it does not feature any sharp vertex, as opposed to the prior art solution. This example provides an
accurate result.
[0107] In another example, all the branches are connected by straight lines, possibly to the leader points if any, so as
to form a continuous poly-line. The poly-line is then smoothed in one shot. This provides a fast result.
[0108] The above schemes are performed for correcting singularities which appear notably in the case the base curve
is U-shaped or present U-shape areas. Issues may also appear when the base curve comprises a sharp vertex.
[0109] This is exemplified at figure 34 which depicts one level corresponding to a parallel geodesic curve with a base
curve C0 having sharp vertices 342 and 344. In the context of composites, the input base curve C0 often features sharp
vertices (342, 344). The theoretical solution is a discontinuous and possibly self intersecting parallel curve C1. Prior art
CAD systems provide options to connect the discontinuous parallel curve by arcs or geodesic circles or trimmed geodesic
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extrapolations. Both solutions, governed by the intrinsic precision required for a general purpose geometric modeling
system, are computer time consuming. Thus, when the base curve includes sharp vertices, a dedicated treatment which
is less time consuming is needed.
[0110] For example, the modifying may comprise adding at least one point, preferably a leader point L as depicted on
figure 35, to the level under modification, according to the position of two points 346 of the level corresponding to two
base points, not represented, of the base curve C0 on either side of the sharp vertex 342. The leader point L is computed
to correct the discontinuity problem raised by sharp vertex 342. The leader point L may be computed as described above
with reference to figure 16. To this end, the extremity segments of the branches of the poly-line between which the leader
point L is to be computed may be extended so that an intersection may be computed. Alternatively, the leader point may
be computed according to the position of points 346 of the level which define the extremity of each branch. The self-
intersecting problem raised by sharp vertex 344 may be corrected by the singularity correction method presented with
reference to figures 15-18.
[0111] Thus, the sharp vertex problems are transformed into singularity problems, the solutions of which are previously
described. It may include adding artificial singular segments on the convex side of the poly-line and by adding a leader
point between branches of a concave side, as illustrated on figure 35. This way, the discontinuous parallel geodesic
curve is not an issue; it is handled by the existing singularity management algorithm. Figure 36 illustrates the shape of
the parallel curve C1 resulting from the geometry illustrated in the figure 35, after connecting the branches and smoothing.
[0112] It may also be provided to the user an option so that at least one parallel geodesic curve comprises a sharp
vertex. This increases the coverage of different design intents.
[0113] So far, the invention provides smooth resulting curves in any circumstances. However, it may happen that the
design intent is better captured through a sharp vertex in the resulting curve. In this case, for example, the system may
use the leader point as the resulting sharp vertex to connect regular branches. The criterion applied by the system to
decide when to create a sharp vertex is based on the (small) magnitude of the curvature radius if the polynomial curve
was created. Industrial tests will provide an appropriate threshold value. Another advantage of this option is data saving
because modeling a sharp vertex requires les data memory than a polynomial (or rational) curve featuring a small radius.
Then, the method result may be characterized by parallel geodesic curves that never feature a small curvature radius.
Either a resulting curve is smooth and the curvature radius is nowhere too small, or potentially small curvature radiuses
are replaced by sharp vertices.
[0114] The grid of points may be dynamically refined. This allows optimizing the distance between different points of
the grid.
[0115] The base curve is classically sampled according to step length and curvature. There is no reason for this
sampling to remain consistent all along the perpendicular geodesic curves. It depends on the transverse flow of perpen-
dicular geodesic curves. In order to save sampling density, the dynamic sampling algorithm inserts additional perpen-
dicular geodesic curves between two consecutives perpendicular geodesic curves that deviate from each other, and
uses these added curves to refine the grid. This is illustrated with an example with reference to figures 37-43.
[0116] In this example the surface S and the base curve C0 are as in figure 37. After generation of perpendicular
geodesic curves, as depicted on figure 38, the first three perpendicular geodesic curves 386 save the distance separating
the initial base points, thus maintaining sampling density. In other words, the step size between the base points is
retrieved between the points 382 at the end of the perpendicular geodesic curves, circled on figure 38, which may for
example correspond to the highest level of the grid. Of course, by "save the distance" or "the step size is retrieved", it
is meant that this step size is not increased beyond a predetermined threshold, and not necessarily that it remains exactly
the same. Notably, it may decrease, as a decrease in step size does not harm precision.
[0117] In this example, a fourth perpendicular geodesic curve 392 which is also generated deviates from the previous
ones 386 because of the surface S shape, as illustrated on figure 39.
[0118] Since this deviation is larger than the threshold (defined later), the algorithm may insert an additional perpen-
dicular geodesic curve 402 before the last one 392, which restores the sampling density at the other end of perpendicular
geodesic curves, as illustrated on figure 40. Notice that between the points 382 at the end of perpendicular geodesic
curves, circled on figure 40, the sampling density has been restored.
[0119] The resulting set of perpendicular geodesic curves is illustrated on figure 41. Nine curves are created, including
three inserted curves 402 in order to maintain sampling density.
[0120] Without any dynamic sampling, the resulting geodesic perpendicular curves network is illustrated on figure 42.
With the base curve C0 and the surface S of the example, computing a parallel geodesic curve Cn by using the points
382 results in a wavy shape of the parallel curve Cn as illustrated on figure 43. If desired, this wavy shape may be avoided
by the dynamic refining process.
[0121] An example of an algorithm to refine the grid of points dynamically is provided below. The algorithm runs a
simple loop through the nominal sampling and calls the refinement procedure when needed. The refinement procedure
iterates as many times as necessary until the density criteria is correct. Given the step length h defining the base curve
sampling, meaning that ui+1=ui+h, the density threshold is defined by ε:=λh, where λ≥1 is an internal and fixed parameter.
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Tests performed on industrial parts define the actual value of parameter λ. If the distance between two consecutive
geodesic perpendicular curves is larger than ε, some refinement is necessary. Function Dist(·) computes this distance.
Function GeoPerp(w) creates (or retrieves) the geodesic perpendicular curve to the base curve at parameter value w.
This provides:

[0122] The refinement procedure may use an internal stack to remember parameter intervals to subdivide. The input
parameter interval is [s,t]. Since an interval cannot be refined indefinitely, another threshold is defined as follows. Noting
k the maximum number of times an interval can be subdivided, let hmin:=2-kh be the minimum interval length. Like λ, k
is an internal and fixed parameter the value of which is defined by tests performed on industrial parts. This provides:

[0123] An example of the method comprising options described above is illustrated with reference to figures 44-47.
Provided S1 input geometrical objects 442 are the surface, the base curve C0 (lying on the surface) and the distance
value. After that, the first step is to sample S2 the base curve C0 into a list of n base points Bi. This first sampling may
be performed according to the local curvature radius value of the base curve C0, as explained earlier. The sampling may
include computing the perpendicular directions Di to the base curve at each point Bi. The sampling S2 is illustrated on
figure 45.
[0124] Next step is to determine S3 a grid of points by launching n geodesic point-direction computations starting from
Bi and Di initial points and directions. This is performed through a dynamic sampling algorithm that is described above.
This yields n (or more) sampled perpendicular geodesic curves SPCi. This step of determing S3 the grid of points is
illustrated on figure 46.
[0125] All the sampled perpendicular geodesic curves are viewed as a grid of points. To compute S4 a plurality of
parallel geodesic curves, the grid of point is first transposed in order to provide m sampled parallel curves SPLCi. The
next step is to clean singularities on the grid of points, if any. The very last step is to smooth the sampled parallel curves
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in order to provide geodesic parallel curves Ci as objects that can be handled by the geometric modeling system. These
computations can be parallelized because they are independent. The surface is needed in the smoothing process if the
p-curves associated to the parallel curves are required. Otherwise, it is not necessary. The step of computing S4 the
plurality of parallel geodesic curves is illustrated on figure 47.
[0126] In an example, the method takes into account the overall process of generating thousands of parallel geodesic
curves in the context of composites design. Given the base curve, given the number of parallel geodesic curves to
compute from the said base curve and given the distance values separating the parallel geodesic curves, the algorithm
starts by sampling the base curve (like the prior art algorithm). Then it computes all perpendicular geodesic curves. Each
perpendicular geodesic curve is long enough to overlap all the future parallel geodesic curves. This computation yields
perpendicular geodesic curves as a grid of points resulting from numerical integration. The singularity management, if
any, is performed on the grid of points. Clearly, managing singularity of a curve through its polygonal interpolation is an
approximation, but this approximation is acceptable in the context of composites. Points resulting from the clean grid
are smoothed rather than interpolated in order to provide curves. The smoothing process is tuned in order to minimize
the number of arcs for data memory purpose. Once more, the smooth curve is an approximation of the theoretical parallel
geodesic curve, but this is acceptable from the composites point of view.
[0127] By involving the context of composites, the method is able to relax unwanted constraints. Doing so, and pre-
serving robustness, the invention saves computing time and data memory. Noting m the number of geodesic parallel
curves to compute, brute force algorithm is a single loop reusing m times the geodesic parallel curve computation,
yielding a o(m2) computation time. The invention is a o(m) algorithm when used with a single processor computer. It
can be sub linear or even constant when used with a multi-processor computer.
[0128] The method saves robustness because all parallel geodesic curves are computed from the initial base curve.
Imperfection amplification by reusing previous parallel geodesic curve is avoided. Performance is saved as well because
each perpendicular geodesic curve is computed in one shot, which avoids computing overlapping sections. This is
possible because the number of parallel geodesic curves and their distances are known a priori. This brings the overall

length of perpendicular geodesic curves computed from  down to mnd. Since perpendicular geodesic
curves are independent from each other, their computation can be accelerated by multi-core or parallel computing
capabilities.
[0129] Singularity management is performed on polygonal lines defined by the grid of points, which is faster than
precise singularity management. Traditional singularity management precisely computes the self intersection point and
the tangent vectors to the self intersection point in order to provide an exact solution, which, by the way, always features
a sharp vertex. These computations are not needed in the context of composites, which shortens the computation time.
Furthermore, the shape of each singular portion is governed by a so called "leader point". Experiments show that the
stability of leader points provides a regular network of parallel geodesic curves in the neighborhood of singularities. A
characteristic of the method is that the same algorithm may be used for singularity management and for sharp vertices
on the base curve, thus saving programming and yielding reliable software.
[0130] As mentioned previously, composites design precision requirement allows the smoothing process to create a
smaller number of arcs, thus yielding lighter data memory. This is because the actual manufacturing process involves
human operations that cannot take benefit of the full precision provided by a computer. So there is no reason to spend
computing time to get an over-precise solution. In addition, light resulting curves will improve the performance of further
processing, mainly curves intersection and trimming.
[0131] So far, the method has been mainly described in its application for computing a plurality of parallel geodesic
curves from a base curve. However, the method may also be applied to correcting singularities that previously computed
parallel geodesic curves may present. Indeed, in an example, the method may be applied when a plurality of geodesic
parallel curves have already been computed and present singularities such as the ones described above, e.g. loops,
sharp vertices e.g. when such loops are trimmed, or self-intersection. For example, a first designer may have computed
these curves using prior art algorithms. Or a first designer may have computed the plurality of parallel geodesic curves
without using any singularity correction option described earlier. In that case, a second designer, or the first designer
himself, may apply the method to correct these singularities.
[0132] The first step is to provide the surface and the base curve lying on the surface. The surface is the surface on
which the plurality of uncorrected parallel geodesic curves lies, and the base curve is one of the uncorrected curves
which does not present a singularity or a curve obtained from one of the uncorrected curves of which singularities have
been corrected by applying prior art techniques. Of course, if the curve used by the first designer as the base curve to
compute the uncorrected curves is saved, it may be used. The second step consists in sampling the base curve thus
provided into the list of points, the same way as explained before. The third step is to determine the grid of points of
perpendicular geodesic curves. The points may be obtained by generating perpendicular geodesic curves and deter-
mining their intersection with the uncorrected curves. Levels are defined accordingly. Then, a plurality of corrected
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parallel geodesic curves may be computed after processing the grid of points to correct singularities, as extensively
detailed earlier. The corrected part may be displayed. The method thus allows correction of singularities on previously
computed parallel curves.
[0133] It is to be understood that the foregoing method can be applied to any object in any configuration capable of
being defined by a CAD/CAM/CAE system, or any system used to display views of an object from varying viewpoints.
The invention may be implemented in digital electronic circuitry, or in computer hardware, firmware, software, or in
combinations of them. Apparatus of the invention may be implemented in a computer program product tangibly embodied
in a machine-readable storage device for execution by a programmable processor; and method steps of the invention
may be performed by a programmable processor executing a program of instructions to perform functions of the invention
by operating on input data and generating output.
[0134] The method may be performed with a CAD system. The computer-aided design system may comprise a
database storing the part modeled by using a seed structure of a context-free grammar, a set of rules of the grammar,
at least two design features, each design feature being defined by at least one rule of the set, and a priority order between
the design features determined by the seed structure and the set of rules; the system may further comprise a graphical
user interface suitable for performing the method detailed above.
[0135] A computer program may comprise instructions for execution by a computer, the instructions comprising means
for performing the method with a graphical user interface of (comprised by) a computer-aided design system. The system
further comprises a database storing a part modeled by a seed structure of a context-free grammar, a set of rules of the
grammar, at least two design features, each design feature being defined by at least one rule of the set, and a priority
order between the design features determined by the seed structure and the set of rules. Such a program may be used
to update a CAD system so that it becomes suitable for performing the method of the invention. As known from the prior
art, such a program may be recorded on a computer readable storage medium.
[0136] The invention may advantageously be implemented in one or more computer programs that are executable on
a programmable system including at least one programmable processor coupled to receive data and instructions from,
and to transmit data and instructions to, a data storage system, at least one input device, and at least one output device.
The application program may be implemented in a high-level procedural or object-oriented programming language, or
in assembly or machine language if desired; and in any case, the language may be a compiled or interpreted language.
[0137] Figure 48 shows an example of a client computer system, e.g. a workstation of a user.
[0138] The client computer comprises a central processing unit (CPU) 301 connected to an internal communication
BUS 300, a random access memory (RAM) 307 also connected to the BUS. The client computer is further provided with
a graphical processing unit (GPU) 311 which is associated with a video random access memory 310 connected to the
BUS. Video RAM 310 is also known in the art as frame buffer. A mass storage device controller 302 manages accesses
to a mass memory device, such as hard drive 303. Mass memory devices suitable for tangibly embodying computer
program instructions and data include all forms of nonvolatile memory, including by way of example semiconductor
memory devices, such as EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory devices; magnetic disks such as internal hard disks
and removable disks; magneto-optical disks; and CD-ROM disks 304. Any of the foregoing may be supplemented by,
or incorporated in, specially designed ASICs (application-specific integrated circuits). A network adapter 305 manages
accesses to a network 306. The client computer may also include a haptic device 309 such as cursor control device, a
keyboard or the like. A cursor control device is used in the client computer to permit the user to selectively position a
cursor at any desired location on display 308. In addition, the cursor control device allows the user to select various
commands, and input control signals. The cursor control device includes a number of signal generation devices for input
control signals to system. Typically, a cursor control device may be a mouse, the button of the mouse being used to
generate the signals.
[0139] Examples of the present invention have been described. It will be understood that various modifications may
be made without departing from the scope of the invention as defined in the appended claims. Therefore, other imple-
mentations are within the scope of the following claims. For instance, the method of the invention has been mainly
described with a step of providing a base curve and another step of sampling it. However, a sample of points may be
directly provided instead, as long as enough specifications for computing the grid of points are also provided.

Claims

1. A computer implemented method for designing a part comprising the steps of:

- providing (S1) a surface and a base curve lying on the surface;
- sampling (S2) the base curve (C0) into a list of base points (Bi);
- determining (S3) a grid of points of perpendicular geodesic curves (SPQi), the points belonging to a respective
level, each level corresponding to a respective geodesic distance to the base curve (C0), wherein each perpen-
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dicular geodesic curve (SPCi) lies on the surface and departs perpendicularly from the base curve (C0) at a
respective base point (Bi); then,
- computing (S4) a plurality of parallel geodesic curves (C1,...,Cn) lying on the surface by using the grid of points,
each parallel geodesic curve corresponding to a respective level; and
- displaying (S5) a representation of the part.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of computing (S4) the plurality of parallel geodesic curves comprises:

- interpolating the points of each level, or
- fitting the points of each level.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2 further comprising modifying one or more levels.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein:

- the step of computing (S4) the plurality of parallel geodesic curves comprises interpolating the points of each
level with a polygonal line, the polygonal line comprising segments formed over a sequence of points of the
level; and
- the modifying of one or more levels comprises discarding at least one segment of the level under modification.

5. The method according to claim 4 wherein the modifying of one or more levels comprises:

- forming vectors corresponding to segments of the level under modification, each vector having a start point
and an end point, the formed vector having a corresponding base vector, formed by two points of the base
curve corresponding to the start point and the end point respectively;
- evaluating if the formed vectors are oriented in a same direction as the corresponding base vectors;
- upon the result of the step of evaluating, determining regular segments and irregular segments of the sequence,
an irregular segment being a segment which corresponds to a vector evaluated to be oriented in a different
direction from the corresponding base vector; and
- discarding the irregular segments from the level under modification.

6. The method according to claim 5 wherein the modifying of one or more levels further comprises:

- forming vectors corresponding to segments of at least one other level, the formed vectors of the other level
having corresponding base vectors;
- evaluating if the formed vectors of the other level are oriented in a same direction as the corresponding base
vectors;
- upon the result of the step of evaluating for the other level, discarding regular segments from the level under
modification.

7. The method according to claim 5 or 6 wherein the modifying of one or more levels further comprises:

- determining an intersection between a first polygonal branch and a second polygonal branch, the intersection
being the shortest line linking the first polygonal branch and the second polygonal branch; and
- discarding all the segment of the first polygonal branch after the intersection and all the segments of the second
polygonal branch before the intersection

wherein the first polygonal branch and the second polygonal branch, each being a sequence of regular segments
of the level under modification, are separated by a sequence of previously discarded segments of the level.

8. The method of claim 7 wherein the modifying further comprises adding to the level under modification a leader point
located on the intersection, preferably located on the middle of the intersection.

9. The method of any of claims 3-8 wherein:

- the base curve comprises a sharp vertex; and
- the modifying comprises adding at least one point to the level under modification, according to the position of
two points of the level corresponding to two base points of the base curve on either side of the sharp vertex.
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10. The method according to any of claims 1-9 wherein the grid of points is dynamically refined.

11. The method according to any of claims 1-10 wherein the part is a composite part.

12. The method according to any of claims 1-11 wherein at least one parallel geodesic curve comprises a sharp vertex.

13. A computer-aided design system comprising:

- a database suitable for storing parameterizations of a surface and a base curve lying on the surface; and
- a graphical user interface adapted to design a part with the method of any of claims 1-12.

14. A computer program comprising instructions for execution by a computer, the instructions comprising means for
causing a computer-aided design system comprising a database, suitable for storing parameterizations of a surface
and a base curve lying on the surface, to perform the method of any of claims 1-12.

15. A computer readable storage medium having recorded thereon a computer program according to claim 14.

Patentansprüche

1. Rechnergestütztes Verfahren zur Konstruktion eines Bauteils, umfassend die Schritte:

- Vorsehen (S1) einer Oberfläche und einer auf der Oberfläche liegenden Basiskurve;
- Abtasten (S2) der Basiskurve (C0) in eine Liste von Basispunkten (Bi);
- Bestimmen (S3) eines Punktrasters aus perpendikularen geodätischen Kurven (SPCi), wobei die Punkte zu
einer jeweiligen Ebene gehören, wobei jede Ebene einer jeweiligen geodätischen Distanz zur Basiskurve (C0)
entspricht, wobei jede perpendikulare geodätische Kurve (SPCi) auf der Oberfläche liegt und an einem jeweiligen
Basispunkt (Bi) perpendikular von der Basiskurve (C0) abweicht; dann:
- Berechnen (S4) einer Mehrzahl paralleler geodätischer Kurven (C1,...,Cn), die auf der Oberfläche liegen, unter
Verwendung des Punktrasters, wobei jede parallele geodätische kurve einer jeweiligen Ebene entspricht; und
- Anzeigen (S5) einer Darstellung des Bauteils.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Schritt des Berechnens (S4) der Mehrzahl paralleler geodätischer Kurven
umfasst:

- Interpolieren der Punkte jeder Ebene oder
- Anpassen der Punkte jeder Ebene.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, ferner umfassend Modifizieren mindestens einer Ebene.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei:

- der Schritt des Berechnens (S4) der Mehrzahl paralleler geodätischer Kurven umfasst: Interpolieren der Punkte
jeder Ebene mit einer polygonalen Linie, wobei die polygonale Linie Segmente umfasst, die über eine Punktfolge
der Ebene ausgebildet sind; und
- das Modifizieren mindestens einer Ebene das Verwerfen mindestens eines Segments der zu modifizierenden
Ebene umfasst.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Modifizieren mindestens einer Ebene umfasst:

- Bilden von Vektoren, die Segmenten der zu modifizierenden Ebene entsprechen, wobei jeder Vektor einen
Start- und einen Endpunkt aufweist, wobei der ausgebildete Vektor einen entsprechenden Basisvektor aufweist,
der durch zwei Punkte der Kurve, die jeweils dem Startpunkt bzw. dem Endpunkt entsprechen, ausgebildet ist;
- Bewerten, ob die ausgebildeten Vektoren in der gleichen Richtung orientiert sind wie die entsprechenden
Basisvektoren;
- anhand des Ergebnisses des Bewertungsschritts: Bestimmen regelmäßiger Segmente und unregelmäßiger
Segmente der Folge, wobei ein unregelmäßiges Segment ein Segment ist, das einem Vektor entspricht, der
der Bewertung zufolge in einer anderen Richtung orientiert ist als der entsprechende Basisvektor; und
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- Verwerfen der unregelmäßigen Segmente aus der zu modifizierenden Ebene.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei das Modifizieren mindestens einer Ebene ferner umfasst:

- Bilden von Vektoren, die Segmenten mindestens einer anderen Ebene entsprechen, wobei die ausgebildeten
Vektoren der anderen Ebene entsprechende Basisvektoren aufweisen;
- Bewerten, ob die ausgebildeten Vektoren der anderen Ebene in der gleichen Richtung orientiert sind wie die
entsprechenden Basisvektoren;
- anhand des Ergebnisses des Bewertungsschritts der anderen Ebene: Verwerfen regelmäßiger Segmente aus
der zu modifizierenden Ebene.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5 oder 6, wobei das Modifizieren mindestens einer Ebene ferner umfasst:

- Bestimmen einer Kreuzung zwischen einem ersten polygonalen Zweig und einem zweiten polygonalen Zweig,
wobei die Kreuzung die kürzeste Gerade ist, die den ersten polygonalen Zweig und den zweiten polygonalen
Zweig verbindet; und
- Erwerfen aller an die Kreuzung anschließenden Segmente des ersten polygonalen Zweigs sowie aller Seg-
mente des zweiten polygonalen Zweigs, die der Kreuzung vorausgehen;

wobei der erste polygonale Zweig und der zweite polygonale Zweig, bei denen es sich jeweils um eine Sequenz
von regelmäßigen Segmenten der zu modifizierenden Ebene handelt, durch eine Sequenz von vorher verworfenen
Segmenten der Ebene getrennt sind.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7, wobei das Modifizieren ferner umfasst: Hinzufügen eines an der Kreuzung angeordneten
Führungspunktes, der vorzugsweise in der Mitte der Kreuzung angeordnet ist, zu der zu modifizierenden Ebene.

9. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 3 - 8, wobei:

- die Basiskurve einen spitzen Scheitelpunkt umfasst; und
- das Modifizieren umfasst: Hinzufügen mindestens eines Punktes zur zu modifizierenden Ebene je nach der
Position von zwei Punkten der Ebene, die zwei Basispunkten der Basiskurve beiderseits des spitzen Scheitel-
punktes entsprechen.

10. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 - 9, wobei das Punktraster dynamisch verfeinert wird.

11. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 - 10, wobei es sich beim Bauteil um ein Verbundteil handelt.

12. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 - 11, wobei mindestens eine parallele geodätische Kurve einen spitzen
Scheitelpunkt umfasst.

13. CAD-System, umfassend:

- eine Datenbank, die zum Speichern von Parametrisierungen einer Oberfläche und einer auf der Oberfläche
liegenden Basiskurve geeignet ist, und
- eine graphische Benutzeroberfläche, die zur Konstruktion eines Bauteils im Verfahren nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 - 12 geeignet ist.

14. Computerprogramm, umfassend Befehle zur Ausführung durch einen Computer, wobei die Befehle Mittel zur Ver-
anlassung der Ausführung des Verfahrens nach einem der Ansprüche 1 - 12 durch ein CAD-System, das eine
Datenbank umfasst, die zur Speicherung von Parametrisierungen einer Oberfläche und einer auf der Oberfläche
liegenden Basiskurve geeignet ist.

15. Computerlesbarer Datenträger, auf dem ein Computerprogramm nach Anspruch 14 gespeichert ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé, mis en oeuvre par ordinateur, de conception d’une pièce, comprenant les étapes ci-dessous consistant à :
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- fournir (S1) une surface et une courbe de base située sur la surface ;
- échantillonner (S2) la courbe de base (C0) en une liste de points de base (Bi) ;
- déterminer (S3) une grille de points de courbes géodésiques perpendiculaires (SPCi), les points appartenant
à un niveau respectif, chaque niveau correspondant à une distance géodésique respective par rapport à la
courbe de base (C0), dans lequel chaque courbe géodésique perpendiculaire (SPCi) est située sur la surface
et s’écarte perpendiculairement de la courbe de base (C0) en un point de base respectif (Bi) ; ensuite,
- calculer (S4) une pluralité de courbes géodésiques parallèles (C1, ..., Cn) situées sur la surface, en utilisant
la grille de points, chaque courbe géodésique parallèle correspondant à un niveau respectif ; et
- afficher (S5) d’une représentation de la pièce.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’étape de calcul (S4) de la pluralité de courbes géodésiques parallèles
comprend l’étape ci-dessous consistant à :

- interpoler les points de chaque niveau ; ou
- s’accorder aux points de chaque niveau.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, comprenant en outre l’étape consistant à modifier un ou plusieurs niveaux.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel :

- l’étape de calcul (S4) de la pluralité de courbes géodésiques parallèles comprend l’étape consistant à interpoler
les points de chaque niveau avec une ligne polygonale, la ligne polygonale comprenant des segments formés
sur une séquence de points du niveau ; et
- l’étape de modification d’un ou plusieurs niveaux comprend l’étape consistant à éliminer au moins un segment
du niveau en cours de modification.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel l’étape de modification d’un ou plusieurs niveaux comprend les étapes
ci-dessous consistant à :

- former des vecteurs correspondant à des segments du niveau en cours de modification, chaque vecteur
présentant un point de début et un point de fin, le vecteur formé présentant un vecteur de base correspondant,
formé par deux points de la courbe de base correspondant respectivement au point de début et au point de fin ;
- évaluer si les vecteurs formés sont orientés dans une direction identique à celle des vecteurs de base
correspondants ;
- suite au résultat de l’étape d’évaluation, déterminer des segments réguliers et des segments irréguliers de la
séquence, un segment irrégulier étant un segment qui correspond à un vecteur évalué comme étant orienté
dans une direction différente de celle du vecteur de base correspondant ; et
- éliminer les segments irréguliers du niveau en cours de modification.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel l’étape de modification d’un ou plusieurs niveaux comprend en outre
les étapes ci-dessous consistant à :

- former des vecteurs correspondant à des segments d’au moins un autre niveau, les vecteurs formés de l’autre
niveau présentant des vecteurs de base correspondants ;
- évaluer si les vecteurs formés de l’autre niveau sont orientés dans une direction identique à celle des vecteurs
de base correspondants ;
- suite au résultat de l’étape d’évaluation pour l’autre niveau, éliminer des segments réguliers du niveau en
cours de modification.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 5 ou 6, dans lequel l’étape de modification d’un ou plusieurs niveaux comprend en
outre les étapes ci-dessous consistant à :

- déterminer une intersection entre une première branche polygonale et une seconde branche polygonale,
l’intersection étant la ligne la plus courte reliant la première branche polygonale et la seconde branche
polygonale ; et
- éliminer tous les segments de la première branche polygonale après l’intersection, et tous les segments de
la seconde branche polygonale avant l’intersection ;
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dans lequel la première branche polygonale et la seconde branche polygonale, étant chacune une séquence de
segments réguliers du niveau en cours de modification, sont séparées par une séquence de segments précédem-
ment éliminés du niveau.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’étape de modification comprend en outre l’étape consistant à ajouter,
au niveau en cours de modification, un point de tête situé sur l’intersection, de préférence situé au milieu de l’inter-
section.

9. Procédé de l’une quelconque des revendications 3 à 8, dans lequel :

- la courbe de base comprend un sommet pointu ; et
- l’étape de modification comprend l’étape consistant à ajouter au moins un point au niveau en cours de modi-
fication, selon la position de deux points du niveau correspondant à deux points de base de la courbe de base
de part et d’autre du sommet pointu.

10. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, dans lequel la grille de points est affinée dynamiquement.

11. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10, dans lequel la pièce est une pièce composite.

12. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 11, dans lequel au moins une courbe géodésique parallèle
comprend un sommet pointu.

13. Système de conception assistée par ordinateur comprenant :

- une base de données appropriée pour stocker des paramétrages d’une surface et d’une courbe de base située
sur la surface ; et
- une interface graphique utilisateur apte à concevoir une pièce avec le procédé de l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 à 12.

14. Programme informatique comprenant des instructions destinées à être exécutées par un ordinateur, les instructions
comprenant des moyens pour amener un système de conception assistée par ordinateur, comprenant une base
de données appropriée pour stocker des paramétrages d’une surface et d’une courbe de base située sur la surface,
à mettre en oeuvre le procédé de l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 12.

15. Support de stockage lisible par ordinateur sur lequel est enregistré un programme informatique selon la revendication
14.
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